The distributed bit complexity of an asynchronous network of processors is a lower bound on the worst case bit complexity of computing any noo-constant function of the inputs to the processors [MW]. This concept attempts to capture the amount of communication required for any "useful" computation on the network.
Consider a distributed network of processors that communicate asynchronously along the links of the network. Each processor receives an external input The processors compute a function of the total input configuration of the network and then terminate. The: aim of this line of research is to establish lower bounds on the amount of resources (complexity) required to compute any non-constant function on a given network. The lower bound must hold for any algorithm that computes the non-constant function.
As a complexity measure of an algorithm we use the worst case message and bit complexity over all possible input configurations, all possible choices (if any) for the identities of the processors and all possible delay times of the communication links of the network. The minimum worst case message and bit complexity for computing any non-constant function on the network is called the (asynchronous) distributed message and bit complexity, respectively, of the network [MW] . In this paper we give results about the distributed bit complexity of a ring of n processors.
In general we seek to investigate how the distributed bit complexity depends on the network. Intuitively, this complexity increases with the amount of "symmetry" given in the network which is detennined by the two following factors.
a) The topology of the network; To compute th~function value, each processor needs to get some global infonnation about the input configuration. Topological symmetry in the network makes it hard to gather global infonnation without causing a large number of messageslbits to be sent b) The degree of "anonymity" between the processors. 1bree cases are considered in the literature: In the first the processors are anonymous (i.e. they have no id's). In the secOnd each processor has a distinct id. The id's can be used to break symmetry in the network and cut down message traffic. In a third case the network has one distinguished processor (the leader) who can coordinate the computation.
In the case where the network has a leader then this leader can coordinate the computation. It can flI'St instigate messages that collect the global infonnation that is necessary to comp~te the non-constant function.
Secondly, it will broadcast the function value to the network. The bit complexity of such an algorithlJl can be linear in the size (number of edges ... number of vertices) of the network. Note that in some networks the topology of the network distinguishes a small number of processors. For example in the star network the centralllrocessor Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0525 -1988 is naturally the leader and in a chain the two end processors can coord.in,ate the computation. The defmition of distributed complexity is mainly useful for highly symmetric networlcs, such, as the ring, the hypercube or the torus.
Each of these networks is used in .practice.
The distributed complexity of a network gives a theoretical limit of the capabilities of the network. It can be used to guide the choice of networks used in practice. Previous research and this paper concentrate on the <qstri-buted complexity of the ring of n processors. It leads to an interesting case.study as to how the processors may avoid symmetry.
The distributed bit complexity of a ring of n anonymous processors is 8(n logn) [MW] . This holds for arbitrary ring size and input size. However the lower bound proof of O(n logn) in [MW] assumes that the processors are anonymous or that the processors have distinct identities but the set of possible identities is very large (O(n 2/1-), which is unrealistically large).
H the set of distinct identities is very small, i.e. in (1,2" .. ,n +c ), for some constant c, then it is easy to compute non-constant functions in 0 (n) bits (use processor with identities in (1.2,' .. ,c +I) as leaders). We show in this paper that the approach of giving processors distinct identities from a reasonably large set does not help to break the O(n logn) lower bound. Theorem 1. Letl be any non-constant function on r./I for some arbitrary alphabet r., and let AL be any asynchronous algorithm that computes I on ring of n processors, labeled with n distinct identities chosen from a set X of size at least n 1~, for some e > O. Then the worst case bit complexity of AL is O(n logn).
Thus in highly symmetric networks such as the ring the only way to compute non-constant functions in o(n) bits is essentially to pre-elect a leader. However, eleCting a leader costs O(n logn) messages even if the set of possible identities is only of size -en , for any constant C >i [pKR, B1] .
The proof of Theorem 1 is constructive: Given an algorithm AL that computes a non-constant function on a ring of n processors, we use "cut-and-paste" techniques to construct a computation of AL in which O(n logn) bits are sent cut-and-paste method was fIrst used in [MW] for the anonymous case, where the processors have no id's.
When the processors have id's then cutting and pasting is more invo~ved, since in the final ring constructed all processors must have distinct id's from a small set of possible id's (0 (n lie). The key idea is to iteratively apply cutting and pasting to many lines of processors in parallel. A case analysis shows that in the final set of lines there Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0525 -1988 3 must be a line that can be embedded in a ring of n processors with distinct id's, and a computation of AL on this line requires O(n logn ) bits.
'.
Note that the lower bound of Theorem 1 does not depend on the size of the input alphabet and the size of the ring. In contrast, it has been shown that that the distributed message complexity of the anonymous ring does depend on both these sizes. Specifically, large input alphabets, as well as small non-divisors of the ring size, can reduce the distributed message complexity of the anpnymous ring [ASW, MW, 00, B2] .
The main future challenge will be to determine the distributed bit complexity of other networks, such as the hypercube. Recently, the distributed bit complexity of the torus was shown to be 8(n) [BB] . The proofs for the case when the processors have identities are expected to be more involved (see this paper) than in the anonymous case. Some techniques developed in this paper for rings are likely to be applied to Qther networks. Also, it is an interesting open problem to determine whether the lower bound of Theorem 1 can be extended to the case where the set of distinct identities is of size cn , for some constant c .
Probabilistic ways to break symmetry are studied in [AAHK] and the "probabilistic" distributed bit complexity of anonymous rings is shown to be 8(n ..Jlogn ). It would be interesting to know whether this bound remains if the processors haveAistinct identities in a reasonably large range.
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS.
A processor consists of an input letter and an id. Let 1: be the input w:phabet, which is allowed to be arbitrary.large. LetX be a setofid's, and suppose that IX I~nl+i:, for some constant £ > O. Let a= at' .• ailE 1:" be an input word and x =(xl,' .. ,xII) be a sequence of.n distinct identities taken from X. A ring configuration R (a,x) consists of processors Ph' .. , [JII' where Pi is connected by a link to Pi(1IIIOd 11)+10 (for i =1,' .. ,n), and processor Pi has input ai and id Xj. A line configuration L(a,x) is~fined similarly, except that there is no link between PI and PII; informally, a line configuration can be viewed as a nog configuration in which there is an infinite delay on the link connecting P I and PII' The size of a ring configuration (or a line configuration) is the number of processors in the configuration. We use "." to denote the concatenation of two sequences. Thus, for line configurations L I =L (t,x) delivered on e , in direction d i • A message is considered delivered when it is accepted and in case of a tie, messages from the left~delivered before message from the right. The length of a history is the number of characters in it. Note that the length of a history of a link is at most twice the number of bits delivered on the link. In [MW] a similar notion of history was dermed for processors instead of links.
A history sequeru:e of a line configuration qa,x) is a sequence H (L) =(Phhh , [Jz,h z , ... ,h,,-I,[J,,) , where the Pi'S are the processors in L and hi is the history of the link connecting Pi and Pi+I' A segment of size m of the
The length of a segment of a history sequence is the sum of the lengths of the histories of its links. A basic tool in our proof is converting executions of AL on ring configurations to executions on line configurations and vice-versa. Since the output value of any execution of AL on a ring configuration R (a,x) must be f (a) for all possible delay times of the asynchronous links, we may choose particular delay times for the proofs.
The basic delay strategy [MW] , here called semi-synchronized execution, is an execution in which internal computation at a processor takes no time and links are either blocked (very large delay) or are synchronized (it takes exactly one time unit to traverse the link); each unblocked link may become blocked at any time, and once it becomes blocked it remains so indefinitely.
Consider an execution of AL on R (a,x) which is (fully) synchronized (no link is blocked), and assume that this execution tenninates in less than t time units. Without loss of generality, let t =nk for some integer k. As in [MW] , we associate the canonical line configuration D(a, x)=L(c:Jlk, x2k) with the ring configuration R(a,x) .
The 2t =2nk processors in D(a,x) Lemma 2.1: [MW] . In a canonical execution of D (cr,x) . bothp",k andp'I.1 output I (x) and terminate. 0
The processors P",k and P'I.1 will be called the center processors of D(cr,x In view of the above lemma, we assume the following for the rest of the paper.
Assumption Q: There is no canonical history sequence of AL in which n consecutive histories contain more than 1 1 2 n distinct histories.
In the below proofs we manipulate existing history sequences to create new ones. Two basic rules are used in our manipulations, which are presented below. (ii) LEFT-JOIN (see Figure 1) Let F be F (0') for O'e {t,OO}. We call a history sequence of F finished if a certain condition (defined below)
holds. We then show in the Main Lemma that the existence of such finished history sequences in both F (t) and F (00) implies the n(n logn) lower bound. Finally we prove by a counting argument that if eith~r F (t) or F (00) does not contain a finisHed history sequence and the id set is lar~e enough (n 1~, then the same lower bound must hold. (ia) Both LE and RE I!ave size larger than 1~n.
(ir3) The size of RE is larger than 1~n and the size ofU !s smaller than' 1~n .
(ir4) The size of RI is smaller than 1 1 2 n and The size of LE is larger than 1 1 2 n.
To prove the lemma it is suffices to show that if both F (t) and F (00) contain a· history sequence satisfying one of the properties (irl)-(ir4) above, then the bit complexity of AL is n(n logn). This is done in the next 3 lemmas, Lemma 4.1: If a history sequence H in F (t) satisfies (irl), then no history sequence in F (00) satisfies (irl), and vice versa.
Proof: Assume that the lemma is false. Then there is a history sequence
satisfies (irl). So the size of the segment U'he 'RI is at most in and all identities in this segment (and thus in all of H J are distin~t), By Lemma 3.2(a) the size of LE and of RE is at most in. Clearly the total size of H t is at most tn. By Property (bl), in the execution EtHJ the center processors output I (t). Similarly, there is a history sequence H co in F (00) that has size at most In and in the execution E (H cJ the center processors output 1 (00) .
Observe that all id's Occurring in H t and H co are distinct Thus it is possible to embed the line configurations of these history sequences into a ring configuration R = R (O',x) of size n: Concatenate the processors of H t and H co and close the line to a ring of size n by adding the needed number of processors. Now repeat both executions E (HJ and E (H o.J on the corresponding segments of R (block all links not contained in the two segments). We get an execution of AL on a ring of size n with distinct identities taken from X in'which some processors output I (t) and another·outputI (00). This is a contradiction. 0 n. Thus, we have an execution of AL on R whose bit complexity is Q(n logn).
We are left with the case where the size of the inner part of H is larger than n. In this case we use a construction depicted in Figure 2 .
Let P =Pi J be the leftmost processor in L/ , and let q be the rightmost processor in H which has the same identity as p (note that q is either PiJ or P'iJ for some j). Let h be the history of the link to the left of q. Then H can be written as LE 'hL'H l·h 'H2'h R 'RE (see Figure 2 (a)). Obsen:e that all id's in LE and H2'h R ·RE are distinct. Let H2 be the segment produced by maximal shrinking from H2. Replace H2 by H2 in H to get the history sequence H =LE'hL'H l·h -H2·h R ·RE (see Figure 2(b) ). By the definition of q, the segment H2 is of size at most n. Thus by Assumption Q it contains -at most 1~n distinct histories and hence H 2 is of size at most 1~n .
By Property (bl) of the history sequences in F(t) there is a canonical line configuration D, that contains hL ·L/·he·R/ as a consecutive subsequence, and in which P and q have the same identity. This implies that h L is a prefix of h or vice versa, so assume that h L is a prefix of h. We use this to produce a history sequence of size less than n that contains LE. Then we use the fact that LE has at least 1~distinct histories to derive the lowez bound (In the symmetric case h is a prefix of h L and one can construct a history sequence of size less than n that contains RE). By using Rule 1 on hand hL we get a history sequence H' =LE"IlL"H 1"hL 'H2"h R "RE' (see Figure 2 (c))
that is produced by some execution of AL. By using Rule 2 on H and H' (with h =IlL) we get a history sequence 11= LE'h L ·H2'·h R "RE' (see Figure 2( 
